
 
 

My name is Paula Alves, I am Owner and Director of Sales at TravelTailors in Lisbon, Portugal, 

and our Incoming Department at Portugal by TravelTailors, will help you look like an expert on Portugal! 

  

Are your clients looking for new travel experiences? Portugal has become a top destination for high-end 

travelers, receiving many international tourism awards for its excellence, in the last few years. You can offer the very best in 

Portugal to your clients by working with the experts on luxury travel in Portugal!  

  

It's likely that a client has reached out to you with the question "where can we travel to that will leave us relaxed and full 

of unforgettable memories?" OR "where can I find authentic experiences with top quality hotels and service?". If 

your clients have traveled to several European countries and are looking for that special something, we will help you 

provide them with exactly what they need, as well as provide you with all the necessary information to build their confidence 

in you! 

  

In the links below, you will find a brief presentation of what to enjoy in Portugal, a sample of experiences we can provide, as 

well as our preferred hotel partners.  

Presentation Portugal by TravelTailors 

Experiences Portugal by TravelTailors 

Preferred Hotels - Portugal by TravelTailors 

  

 

 

 



 

 

We have a great deal of knowledge to share with you. Let us know what your clients need, and we will work with you to 

plan the very best travel experience! 

 

Paula Alves 

Partner / Director of Sales and Quality Assurance 

paulaalves@travel-tailors.com 

T: (+351) 217 578 670 | M: (+351) 914 260 824 

 www.portugalbytraveltailors.com 
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Follow our blog! 

TO RESERVE YOUR TRIP, CALL 217578670 OR DESIGN YOUR TRIP HERE 

WRITE TO US  portugal@travel-tailors.com 

TravelTailors is the first Portuguese agency to specialize in tailor-made travel. 

You received this email because you are registered on our site or because it was recommended by a friend. This email is 

intended solely and exclusively for customers and potential customers, in accordance with international law regulating 

electronic mail, it can not be considered SPAM when it includes a way for the recipient to be removed from the list. 
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